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and good morning ladies and gentlemen                                           
and welcome to ask the theologian i'm                                           
glad you're here this                                                           
is thursday on                                                                  
thursday we admire blooming african                                             
violets doesn't that look good that's                                           
what we do on thursday                                                          
because after all i need to make room on                                        
my desk here getting a little crowded                                           
after all you don't need a reason to                                            
live                                                                            
you just need an african violet get an                                          
african violet and everything will be                                           
good everything will be okay                                                    
i promise you that's what you need is an                                        
african violet                                                                  
uh well uh on thursday we also study the                                        
book of ezekiel looking forward to doing                                        
that tonight at 7 p.m                                                           
mountain time that's nine o'clock for                                           
those of you who stay up late on the                                            
east coast                                                                      
and uh always delighted to have a little                                        
visit with you about the book of ezekiel                                        
tonight i was off last week uh doing                                            
grand grandchildren duty                                                        
and having fun with that but uh we are                                          
on tonight                                                                      
and uh excited to uh do that program be                                         
studying this afternoon for                                                     
the book of ezekiel now let's get into                                          
your biblical theological and worldview                                         
questions on this thursday see what's on                                        
your mind                                                                       
like keith who says uh from                                                     
facebook what does it mean that                                                 
god desires mercy rather than                                                   
sacrifice let's see that is uh                                                  
in the psalms if i recall                                                       
see if we can pull that up in context                                           
here um                                                                         
and eventually i'll get here                                                    
all right here we go uh let's see mercy                                         
rather than sacrifice                                                           
it is uh hosea                                                                  
okay like i said in the psalms don't                                            
believe everything i say let's go for                                           
hosea chapter                                                                   
uh six verse six and                                                            
see if we can put it uh                                                         
into uh perspective here                                                        
i desired mercy and not sacrifice                                               
and the knowledge of god more than burnt                                        
offerings you know i think this we're                                           
going to pull uh some references here                                           
too to make sure                                                                
in just a second to make sure we're                                             



correct but i think that this goes                                              
into a topic that we discussed just a                                           
little bit last night actually in                                               
the gospel of john in which there                                               
was the the work of god is for you to                                           
believe                                                                         
and yet in that same context it talks                                           
about laboring                                                                  
uh laboring for the things of the                                               
kingdom basically which god is going to                                         
give to you                                                                     
and i said in that series                                                       
that the issue there is that                                                    
belief was always underlying                                                    
the activity of torah carrying out                                              
all of that uh to-do list of the law if                                         
you will                                                                        
always required a belief system now                                             
this may be of law of the same nature                                           
in that god desires mercy and not                                               
sacrifice notice that uh the king james                                         
is helpful here most of your king james                                         
uh go ahead and carry this through in                                           
their print                                                                     
that it has it in this uh poetic uh                                             
uh uh not font uh the uh the layout the                                         
the uh the line style is shows you                                              
that it's poetry for example uh let's                                           
just back up to any other scripture                                             
there we go in first thessalonians                                              
it's block style but when you get to                                            
hosea                                                                           
it is poetic style now that is helpful                                          
because the actual hebrew                                                       
is poetry and you know poetry doesn't                                           
translate very well typically and                                               
yet it's very clearly poetry                                                    
in hebrew and therefore they carry that                                         
out                                                                             
into even the manner in which they                                              
present it in the text                                                          
itself on the printed page which helps                                          
us a little bit because it always tells                                         
us that                                                                         
in a poem there is                                                              
some uh meaning which may be hidden                                             
within the words or hidden within the                                           
lines if you will                                                               
so first of all we should read it                                               
poetically now i always say that                                                
uh with a little bit of fear and                                                
trepidation because of course                                                   
uh if the plain sense makes common sense                                        
and seek no other sense                                                         
but look at it here god                                                         
i desired mercy and not sacrifice                                               
the knowledge of god more than                                                  
burnt offerings now did god                                                     
desire sacrifice yes he did                                                     
so could you just take it all by itself                                         
i did not desire sacrifice i didn't want                                        
sacrifice you all made that stuff up                                            



about sacrifice sacrifice                                                       
was a crazy idea from the beginning                                             
whoever thought of that i didn't want                                           
any of that that was your kind of stuff                                         
or maybe even                                                                   
like a king i condescended to you so                                            
that you could                                                                  
carry out those things you wanted but                                           
that was not my idea from the beginning                                         
i don't think we could read it that way                                         
because clearly                                                                 
sacrifice was god's idea in fact i think                                        
you can make a pretty good case                                                 
that sacrifice was god's idea all the                                           
way going back                                                                  
to the departure from the garden of eden                                        
and the need for sacrifice for sins                                             
even in god uh creating the clothing                                            
that he carries out for                                                         
uh adam and eve and uh in uh                                                    
kane hearing that word you know that uh                                         
uh sin life at the door or a sacrifice a                                        
sin sacrifice lies at the door and you                                          
must master it it's up to you to bring                                          
that sacrifice                                                                  
so from the very beginning i think we                                           
can see                                                                         
god desire sacrifice but                                                        
i think since since the plain sense                                             
doesn't make common sense what do you                                           
mean god doesn't desire sacrifice well                                          
he sure fooled us on that one didn't he                                         
uh the jewish people could say now                                              
uh because we know it's poetry then we                                          
have to say                                                                     
okay wait a minute let's first of all                                           
use some rules of poetry but let's even                                         
look at                                                                         
just that line itself and                                                       
there it says i desired                                                         
mercy and not sacrifice                                                         
because it's poetry could you even take                                         
it                                                                              
as uh i i desired                                                               
mercy more than sacrifice                                                       
now i think you could take that uh                                              
that way that i don't want you just to                                          
bring your sacrifice say you know i                                             
killed his ox i'll bring a sacrifice and                                        
i'm back to killing oxes yeah                                                   
you know don't like that neighbor let's                                         
kill us all you know uh                                                         
and so there is that                                                            
underlying desire i want                                                        
there to be mercy                                                               
not sacrifice this is the primary                                               
issue or going back to john's gospel uh                                         
i should say going back to the fourth                                           
gospel uh we have                                                               
the uh desire for belief                                                        
underlying the activity uh now                                                  
it you know remember uh maslow's                                                



hierarchy of needs                                                              
uh they taught us that in college at my                                         
baptist uh college probably taught you                                          
where you were as well                                                          
i was a business student and there's a                                          
lot of                                                                          
uh marxist psychobabble that gets taught                                        
in business schools                                                             
which is maybe one of the reasons we                                            
have all these problems today                                                   
i believe abraham maslow was a uh                                               
a a marxist freudian psychobabbilist                                            
but nonetheless he had that hierarchy of                                        
needs                                                                           
and basically he said you know you got                                          
to meet the need of                                                             
uh the physical needs first of food and                                         
provision and all that and then it goes                                         
up                                                                              
uh to kind of the spiritual needs right                                         
at the top now                                                                  
uh let's set aside his                                                          
uh kind of flawed ideas of the human                                            
person                                                                          
and let's and and                                                               
and you can read socialism into there                                           
too if you know that i don't know if my                                         
baptist professors didn't know that or                                          
they didn't care                                                                
um or they were marxist i'm not sure but                                        
that was in the 80s so i                                                        
kind of doubt they were marxist i think                                         
more they just were paulie wants a                                              
cracker kind of parrots                                                         
now could you build                                                             
a hierarchy of values in the torah                                              
possibly uh could                                                               
i know i know from my jewish friends                                            
that they certainly think this way                                              
for example our friend boaz would tell                                          
us                                                                              
that uh sabbath laws                                                            
are not to be broken unless                                                     
there's something greater at stake for                                          
example                                                                         
life health well-being                                                          
and uh if if if the ox is in the ditch                                          
you broke the sabbath laws because life                                         
was more important than sabbath so this                                         
hierarchy here                                                                  
i think i desired mercy as                                                      
foundational to sacrifice now                                                   
uh let me bring up a second uh                                                  
issue here and that is the rules of                                             
hebrew poetry                                                                   
hebrew poetry is almost always what they                                        
call parallelism                                                                
what that means is the second line                                              
will help to clarify the first line so                                          
here when you get to the second line                                            
the knowledge of god more than                                                  
there's the clarification more than                                             



burnt offerings he does want burnt                                              
offerings                                                                       
but not just going through the motions                                          
because somebody told you you're                                                
supposed to bring a burnt offering                                              
but he wants the knowledge of god i                                             
think i                                                                         
desired mercy more than                                                         
sacrifice i desired knowledge                                                   
more than burned offerings now                                                  
let's uh go to the treasury of scripture                                        
knowledge and see if we can find                                                
uh any cross-references that might be                                           
interesting here                                                                
i desired mercy and not sacrifice                                               
first samuel 15 22 uh                                                           
has the lord as great a delight notice                                          
those words as great are inserted but uh                                        
probably implied in the language itself                                         
has the lord as great a delight in burnt                                        
offerings and sacrifices                                                        
as in obeying the voice of the lord to                                          
obey                                                                            
is better than sacrifice and to hearken                                         
uh to hearken than the fat of rams                                              
again there's some poetry right there                                           
obey                                                                            
better than sacrifice harken the fat of                                         
rams                                                                            
a lot of parallelism that's uh going on                                         
there let's look at islam 50 verse 8                                            
i will not reprove thee for thy                                                 
sacrifices or they burnt offerings                                              
uh to have been continually before me                                           
okay                                                                            
uh the the                                                                      
we'd have to check the context of that                                          
but here basically he says hey your                                             
these these offerings are supposed to be                                        
there before me                                                                 
to do justice and judgment is more                                              
acceptable to the lord                                                          
than sacrifice easy ecclesiastes keep                                           
thy foot                                                                        
when thou goest into the house of god                                           
and be more ready to hear                                                       
than to give the sacrifice of fools for                                         
they consider not that they do evil                                             
okay be more ready to hear than give                                            
some sacrifice of fools who perhaps is                                          
going to the motion never listening                                             
never having the knowledge of god                                               
isaiah chapter 1 verse 11 to what                                               
purpose is the multitude of your                                                
sacrifices unto me saith the lord                                               
i'm full of burnt offerings of rams of                                          
the fat of beast i delight not in the                                           
blood of bullocks or                                                            
lambs or of uh he goats and again here                                          
it's because of the sin of the people                                           
there is no to borrow from hosea no                                             
mercy                                                                           



there's just sacrifice well i don't want                                        
that kind of sacrifice you could even go                                        
into malachi                                                                    
i wish one of you would just shut the                                           
doors of the temple do you                                                      
remember that passage let's look at a                                           
couple more just randomly                                                       
daniel 4 27 wherefore o king let my                                             
counsel be acceptable unto thee and                                             
break off thy sins by righteousness nine                                        
iniquities by showing mercy to the poor                                         
if it may be a lengthening of thy                                               
tranquility here                                                                
uh he's telling the king basically to be                                        
uh merciful amos 5 21. i hate                                                   
i despise your feast days i will not                                            
smell                                                                           
your solemn assemblies yeah you're going                                        
through the motions but                                                         
i don't like it at all i would rather                                           
have                                                                            
mercy rather than sacrifice                                                     
so uh i think here the only other thing                                         
we ought to add to that is the context                                          
of hosea                                                                        
always a handy little thing uh oh                                               
ephraim this is that's one of the the                                           
tribes of the jews what shall i do to                                           
thee o                                                                          
judah what shall i do to thee for your                                          
goodness is as a morning cloud and as                                           
the early do it goeth away                                                      
here your goodness                                                              
uh yeah that's what i suspected notice                                          
when i put the word goodness up that the                                        
word mercy also highlights                                                      
that means that these two words are                                             
related                                                                         
uh together in uh                                                               
in the hebrew so that's word 2617 in                                            
hebrew strong's                                                                 
and mercy is the same word 26 17.                                               
so your goodness is as a morning cloud                                          
as the early do it goeth away                                                   
that's a what do you call that a                                                
backhanded compliment                                                           
your goodness is like a morning cloud oh                                        
why thank you thank you very much                                               
yeah as soon as the sun comes up it goes                                        
away                                                                            
there's the backhanded compliment here                                          
as the early do                                                                 
it goeth away therefore i have hewed                                            
them by the prophets i've slain them by                                         
the words of the mouth                                                          
uh and the judgments i desired mercy                                            
not sacrifice i wanted a goodness that                                          
lasted                                                                          
you know into the into the heat of the                                          
day                                                                             
and you ephraim you judah                                                       
simply did not have this uh so                                                  



again oh i think that what the the                                              
meaning of                                                                      
god desires mercy rather than sacrifice                                         
is                                                                              
that there there is                                                             
in in the law an ability just to go                                             
through the motions                                                             
now let me bring up a secondary matter                                          
here                                                                            
um i think there's a lot of                                                     
understanding misunderstanding                                                  
as people carry this over into                                                  
our dispensation and                                                            
they then require reformed theology is                                          
bad about this but uh                                                           
evangelicalism fundamentalism is all                                            
over it as well                                                                 
and that is this idea that you know well                                        
so                                                                              
and so he really he is not a believer                                           
uh i know he's not a believer because                                           
uh you know his he he doesn't tithe he                                          
doesn't come to                                                                 
visitation he doesn't uh um show up                                             
regularly at church he's just uh                                                
he's or you know he's there all the time                                        
but man he's got a wicked heart                                                 
i'm telling you he's not even saved                                             
now in the christian life under paul's                                          
gospel                                                                          
we really do live under grace so                                                
the truth is there's not even any                                               
motions for us to go through                                                    
uh in in the under the days of the law                                          
there were certain activities this                                              
indeed                                                                          
is what you did and when you carry that                                         
out then                                                                        
people begin to get kind of a judgmental                                        
attitude about uh people who have                                               
professed faith in jesus christ and said                                        
well                                                                            
i know he was baptized but he didn't                                            
really mean it he was just doing it you                                         
know because his little brother was                                             
baptized and he didn't want to be but he                                        
didn't want his brother to be yeah and                                          
all those kind of things that you put                                           
into there uh well                                                              
the truth is in the christian life uh                                           
you believe                                                                     
or you don't believe that's all there is                                        
to it uh                                                                        
and all we can do is                                                            
take a person's confession i believe in                                         
the lord jesus christ i have placed my                                          
faith in him for the                                                            
salvation that god is offering through                                          
the paid work of jesus christ jesus paid                                        
it all                                                                          
okay i i have to take your testimony                                            
i certainly especially as a friend or a                                         



pastor or a sunday school teacher                                               
i certainly can say i don't know why you                                        
testify to jesus christ and then you do                                         
things that kind of hurt his name what's                                        
up with that                                                                    
no problem in talking there but to deny                                         
their salvation i think really is to                                            
deny                                                                            
the basic truth of the gospel that                                              
anyone who believes is saved                                                    
you know i hear all the time the                                                
preachers come along and this has                                               
happened for years and years and years                                          
and years and years                                                             
uh preachers come along and say uh you                                          
know half the people in the church are                                          
not even saved                                                                  
now they base that upon                                                         
uh they're not giving enough money or                                           
they're not coming enough time so                                               
whatever half the people in the church                                          
are not even saying                                                             
i i've always wanted to uh say                                                  
uh hey would you give me some names go                                          
ahead and name                                                                  
names who are we talking about uh                                               
and they never want to name names                                               
because                                                                         
if you put a real name on it first of                                           
all you're gonna have someone mad at you                                        
and                                                                             
evangelicals uh will do anything to keep                                        
someone from being mad at them                                                  
but secondly you're actually going to                                           
have to                                                                         
deal with the reality there                                                     
so you come in and you say hey you know                                         
keith                                                                           
uh he's he's he's one of the                                                    
50 of this church that's not even saved                                         
well how do you know that he's not saved                                        
because he doesn't tithe i have no clue                                         
what teeth keith does with his money by                                         
the way                                                                         
uh but uh you know keith doesn't tithe                                          
ah well he doesn't tithe because he                                             
doesn't believe he's under the law                                              
and uh he actually gives very generously                                        
to the church and the ministries and to                                         
things that uh help and uh furthermore                                          
he doesn't like the way you don't                                               
rightly divide the word of truth and so                                         
he doesn't want to support it that much                                         
that doesn't mean he's not saved right                                          
now i made all that up about keith by                                           
the way                                                                         
and uh and yet this is                                                          
this is where it goes when you take a                                           
passage like god                                                                
desires mercy rather than sacrifice and                                         
some of you are not merciful therefore                                          
some of you are not even saved                                                  



i appreciate the good question there                                            
keith um and                                                                    
uh god bless you okay let's uh                                                  
see here where we are um                                                        
sue has a question based upon what i                                            
said yesterday i should                                                         
i should clarify the question is i've                                           
tried looking up on the internet about                                          
texans having to wear a yellow arm                                              
band with a star in new mexico but i                                            
can't find it anywhere on the internet                                          
where can we read about this you can                                            
only read about it in my mind                                                   
you know every now and then my humor                                            
gets me in trouble                                                              
uh and i uh was uh making a little uh                                           
joke                                                                            
because i obviously what i was doing is                                         
tying it to                                                                     
uh the nazis and the jews                                                       
the nazis requiring the jews of course                                          
to wear a yellow armband with the star                                          
of david                                                                        
in new mexico right now there is a                                              
quarantine                                                                      
a required quarantine for                                                       
anyone who comes from out of state uh                                           
now                                                                             
most people who come from out of state                                          
happen to come from the state to the                                            
east of us                                                                      
and that is texas and there has                                                 
always been as long as i've been a new                                          
mexican and that's                                                              
1972 outside of 30 years spent in texas                                         
there has always been a disdain                                                 
for texans by new mexico not necessarily                                        
merited                                                                         
as a matter of fact texans pay a lot of                                         
the bills over here in new mexico                                               
but nonetheless a disdain for texans                                            
and so really                                                                   
when this quarantine came about that if                                         
you come                                                                        
from another state you have to you know                                         
14 days quarantined before you can                                              
get out from under the bed and                                                  
that has brought up to the surface                                              
so much more all those texans texans                                            
texas texans they're bringing their                                             
diseases over here they're filth in                                             
their germs those texans                                                        
and uh i even have some friends who                                             
live here but have texas license plates                                         
because they used to live in texas and                                          
their cars are registered in texas and                                          
maybe they have another home in texas                                           
and all that but you know they're here                                          
for                                                                             
months out of the year and they tell me                                         
about uh you know people in the                                                 
they go to the grocery store and someone                                        



says texas you're supposed to be                                                
quarantined                                                                     
get back under the bed get under there                                          
come on don't breathe on                                                        
us you texans so i made a joke                                                  
about texans needing to wear an armband                                         
uh that has the                                                                 
lone star on it uh it's fake                                                    
you you can't read about it uh it's just                                        
in the mind of new mexicans                                                     
i suppose governor wuhan grisham would                                          
probably                                                                        
uh like to like to do so in such a way                                          
but                                                                             
this is the problem with sarcasm uh that                                        
that doesn't always we need a little                                            
have to talk to nathan about this little                                        
banner that uh comes across that                                                
uh i can kind of push a button like i                                           
push that button right there i can kind                                         
of push a button and it says                                                    
sarcasm sarcasm that's what i need i had                                        
but thank you sue i appreciate you                                              
now new jersey susan new jersey um                                              
as long as you don't wear a texas plate                                         
uh have a texas plate on your rental car                                        
you probably can come and be okay uh                                            
because you're from another blue state                                          
and that would be okay um you know                                              
very little when they uh obviously this                                         
uh                                                                              
quarantine thing goes for people from                                           
any state uh                                                                    
but texans are the only ones they talk                                          
about uh                                                                        
they don't talk about you know arizona                                          
they don't talk about colorado they                                             
don't talk about utah                                                           
which neighbors us in a corner                                                  
uh the four corners uh don't talk about                                         
oklahoma which also is our neighbor                                             
uh and uh i guess kansas also hits the                                          
corner there um don't talk about mexico                                         
it's texans um                                                                  
okay let's see here                                                             
from stephen over in winston                                                    
when when the cigarette place                                                   
winston-salem i get it out of my mouth                                          
do you think the promise in acts 2 39                                           
that the holy spirit would be given to                                          
all believing                                                                   
kingdom gospel jews afar off is                                                 
connected                                                                       
to the ephesian jews of ephesians                                               
chapter 1.                                                                      
let's go to uh acts chapter 2 verse 39                                          
and uh it                                                                       
says to us for the promise is to you                                            
and your children and to all that are                                           
afar off even as many as the lord                                               
our god should call                                                             
now when you come for example to the                                            



book of ephesians                                                               
you get jews in ephesus certainly                                               
far off from jerusalem                                                          
you could yesterday i believe it was we                                         
talked about the book of james to the 12                                        
tribes who are scattered abroad                                                 
and you could say hey those 12 tribes                                           
are the ones                                                                    
you know that are afar off now i think                                          
again most evangelicals or even acts 2                                          
2 dispensationalists would say no it's                                          
winston-salem north carolina                                                    
it's stephen he's the one that is a far                                         
off i                                                                           
i think that uh you are                                                         
right here that first of all the mystery                                        
of two becoming one of the barrier wall                                         
coming down the wall of partition the                                           
middle wall of partition                                                        
of the gentiles being without hope and                                          
god in the world that hasn't come yet so                                        
when you talk about acts chapter 2 verse                                        
39                                                                              
and those that are afar off they the the                                        
gentiles at that point                                                          
are still without hope without                                                  
god they're separated from the covenants                                        
of israel in the commonwealth of israel                                         
the promises of israel and this is one                                          
of the promises of israel                                                       
joel chapter 2 verse 28 that the holy                                           
spirit in the last days the holy spirit                                         
is going to come upon you i'll send my                                          
spirit upon you                                                                 
jesus says and so this promise is                                               
unto you and to your children and to all                                        
that are                                                                        
afar off now i think specifically                                               
what the reader would have heard or the                                         
original person there hearer                                                    
would have heard would have been to all                                         
the jews who are afar off                                                       
but there is uh still even at this point                                        
the understanding that even                                                     
gentiles far off could come into judaism                                        
and therefore be part of the covenant                                           
and commonwealth of israel and therefore                                        
have hope                                                                       
and therefore come into this promise and                                        
other kingdom promises                                                          
so that's the only place at which it                                            
could have                                                                      
uh come and been related                                                        
to the gentiles now let me uh pull up my                                        
notes from acts and see what i                                                  
said uh back a long time ago uh                                                 
i'm still teaching acts but it was a                                            
long time ago since i've been in acts                                           
chapter 2 wasn't it                                                             
and i said the promise                                                          
is the promise of the holy ghost which                                          
is of the father                                                                



because of the very close wording to old                                        
testament passages the promise can be                                           
associated with the new covenant                                                
promised to                                                                     
israel i give a number of passages let's                                        
look at one or two isaiah 44                                                    
3 speaks of god's spirit being poured                                           
upon thine                                                                      
offspring uh isaiah 54 13                                                       
promises a great day of peace for thy                                           
children let's jump down to ezekiel 37                                          
25 speaks of blessings for their                                                
children and their children's children                                          
forever                                                                         
uh isaiah 59 19 new covenant era                                                
blessing                                                                        
stretching from the east to the west                                            
joel 2 32                                                                       
speaks of the remnant as those who shall                                        
call upon the name of the lord there are                                        
so many similarities in wording that it                                         
would be hard to argue that peter did                                           
not have the new covenant in mind                                               
does this mean that the new covenant had                                        
begun absolutely not peter was telling                                          
the nation                                                                      
that they could fulfill the requirements                                        
and establish the new covenant                                                  
and it could begin the promise                                                  
the promise of the holy ghost                                                   
give the the promise that came from the                                         
father of the holy ghost                                                        
has been given to you to to your now                                            
again                                                                           
that promise of the father this is why i                                        
emphasized uh                                                                   
up here verse 33 let's back up a little                                         
bit                                                                             
uh two 2 33 therefore having been by the                                        
right hand of god                                                               
exalted and having received of the                                              
father                                                                          
the promise of the holy ghost                                                   
now they are here he's talking about the                                        
jewish people                                                                   
had received of the father the promise                                          
of the holy ghost and then                                                      
in verse 39 this promise of the father                                          
of the holy ghost                                                               
is to you now go back to the old                                                
testament promises                                                              
of the holy ghost to come and you know                                          
it's not a new discipline                                                       
it's not a surprise it's not a new                                              
revelation that's given when the holy                                           
spirit comes it's not oh well i never                                           
knew the holy spirit was going to come                                          
no it's all over the old testament                                              
so yes that promise is                                                          
uh uh really a jewish promise and                                               
i would i would associate it very much                                          
with                                                                            



the ephesian believers for example and                                          
others uh                                                                       
uh and wasn't it the ephesian believers                                         
who those that had been baptized under                                          
john they didn't know that the holy                                             
ghost had come and                                                              
paul laid hands upon them and they                                              
received the holy ghost perhaps                                                 
in a fulfillment even of                                                        
verse 39 a partial fulfillment that uh                                          
all that are far off as many as believe                                         
as the lord                                                                     
our god shall call now uh excuse me                                             
as many as as the lord our god shall                                            
call now that                                                                   
that's a very much a jewish phrase there                                        
as well                                                                         
so yeah i'm going to go with you on that                                        
most dispensational                                                             
stephen would disagree with us and uh                                           
christendom as well uh speaking of                                              
ephesians                                                                       
and uh states that you should be afraid                                         
of here's rick from california                                                  
and uh rick asks about ephesians                                                
chapter 6 verse 13                                                              
what is the evil day is it a specific                                           
day in the future or a general statement                                        
referring to paul's day                                                         
and perhaps our day uh                                                          
and ephesians uh 6 13 wherefore                                                 
take unto you the whole armor of god                                            
that ye                                                                         
may be able to withstand                                                        
in the evil day and having done                                                 
all to stand                                                                    
you know let's pull the greek up here                                           
first of all um                                                                 
and                                                                             
uh plurals all the way through                                                  
i believe um                                                                    
take up yeah                                                                    
you know just an interesting thought                                            
here                                                                            
that i'm just going to throw out there                                          
and we'll have to piece it together                                             
see if i'm right so take this as                                                
something to chew on                                                            
we always take the armor of god as an                                           
individual kind of thing and i don't                                            
think that would be wrong but here                                              
he does he doesn't say uh                                                       
wherefore take thou the whole armor of                                          
god                                                                             
that ye that that uh thou                                                       
thou mayest be able working on my king                                          
james here                                                                      
that thou mayest be able to withstand in                                        
that evil day and having done all to                                            
stand he's not talking to an individual                                         
he's talking to a group                                                         
so uh                                                                           



if he's talking to a group                                                      
probably uh the the jewish group there                                          
again we would have to put that together                                        
and see exactly uh what we're talking                                           
about there whether or not there's any                                          
uh                                                                              
truth to that but the evil day then                                             
would be a day of judgment as                                                   
we would be looking at uh but let's                                             
let's                                                                           
let's put that aside and just chew on                                           
that uh for a little bit                                                        
and let's take wherefore take unto                                              
you the whole armor of god                                                      
that ye may be able to withstand in the                                         
evil day let's do two things                                                    
one let's uh look at chapter 5 verse 16                                         
redeeming the time because                                                      
the days are evil uh                                                            
just the previous chapter the evil day                                          
the days are evil                                                               
now there he seems to be saying in 5 16                                         
that the days in which we are in right                                          
now                                                                             
paul speaking are evil so if he's saying                                        
the days we are in are                                                          
now are evil and you need to put on the                                         
full armor of god for                                                           
the evil day that seems to be uh                                                
speaking                                                                        
of uh of not just a general statement                                           
referring to paul's day in our day                                              
but to some other specific future day                                           
the days in which we live are evil                                              
prepare for                                                                     
the evil day uh that means                                                      
it's not very encouraging is it but you                                         
go from bad to worse                                                            
now let's also uh look                                                          
up um again on the treasury of                                                  
scripture knowledge i've got it here in                                         
electronically                                                                  
uh we also sell it uh paper but                                                 
uh let's see uh we're looking at uh                                             
ephesians                                                                       
um                                                                              
and                                                                             
in thee there we go uh chapter five                                             
verse sixteen uh verse six let no man                                           
deceive you                                                                     
because of these things cometh the wrath                                        
of god                                                                          
speaking of perhaps a day when the wrath                                        
of god comes verse 16 we looked at                                              
ecclesiastes 12 1                                                               
while the evil days come not um                                                 
only uh mildly relates ye that put afar                                         
the ye that put far away the                                                    
evil day and caused the seed of violence                                        
to come near                                                                    
okay amos 6 3 perhaps is one we want to                                         
look into a little more                                                         



luke 8 13 they are on                                                           
the they on the rock are they which when                                        
they hear                                                                       
the word with joy these have no                                                 
root for while uh which for a while                                             
believe                                                                         
and in the time of temptation                                                   
speaking of a particular time of testing                                        
revelation chapter 3 verse 10 because                                           
thou hast kept the word of my patience                                          
i also will keep thee from the hour of                                          
temptation                                                                      
now twice the word temptation has come                                          
about                                                                           
so let's look at that word                                                      
uh panos                                                                        
is uh pain affliction evil paneras                                              
uh let's pull this word uh                                                      
in the bible                                                                    
and uh 77 times looks to be evil and                                            
wicked                                                                          
all the way through uh evil and                                                 
wicked okay grievous now                                                        
uh pastor rick i think                                                          
i think you've got a good question i                                            
think that                                                                      
you could make a good                                                           
argument likely that                                                            
this is talking about really the uh                                             
the the the uh day of jacob's trouble                                           
perhaps but i'm not sure that's going to                                        
fit into the context is                                                         
why i'm a little hesitant here let me                                           
pull up my notes which                                                          
may or may not uh speak to                                                      
this particular matter here uh                                                  
in verse 13                                                                     
um let's see uh to stand                                                        
let's see that you may be able to stand                                         
stand against an offensive term in the                                          
evil day what day is this                                                       
the day of the lord is great and                                                
terrible but not evil                                                           
furthermore the believer does not                                               
withstand that day because of his                                               
efforts                                                                         
rather this must be a reference to the                                          
day                                                                             
in which we live one in which is                                                
characterized by evil we must do                                                
all in order to stand um                                                        
so he does i'm i'm conflicted here                                              
as you can tell even from my own notes                                          
compared to what i'm saying today                                               
there's a couple of things here one he                                          
wants them to                                                                   
take up right now                                                               
uh the whole armor of god                                                       
and let's pull up the greek here verse                                          
13.                                                                             
okay uh take up there's the command                                             
in order that you might be                                                      



able to withstand uh that's just an                                             
infinitive                                                                      
uh in the day the evil                                                          
and all things having worked out to                                             
stand                                                                           
i i think i don't think the grammar's                                           
gonna uh                                                                        
fix our problem here uh if it were                                              
definitely                                                                      
that in the coming day you would be able                                        
to stand                                                                        
in a future day in that day that you're                                         
going to need it i                                                              
i'm gonna i'm gonna jump back a little                                          
bit uh here pardon the                                                          
the uh uh waffling but this is what you                                         
do when you study the word of god you                                           
put a                                                                           
proposal out there and then you work on                                         
it uh if if he's telling                                                        
even that let's let's assume he's                                               
talking about the jewish believers here                                         
but in the book of ephesians he tends                                           
not to use the word ye                                                          
for the jewish believers that's more for                                        
the ephesian believers                                                          
so that would be an anomaly then if he's                                        
telling the ephesian believers                                                  
that they need to uh prepare for                                                
the coming day of jacob's trouble well                                          
then it's not the day of jacob's trouble                                        
it's the day of trouble                                                         
uh and the bible very clearly puts this                                         
for the jewish people                                                           
and so to put the evil day                                                      
as uh that day and and then the question                                        
and uh                                                                          
we would have to go back and do a little                                        
more word study but again it looks to me                                        
like                                                                            
that uh evil there uh again as we pulled                                        
it up but i already closed it out i'm                                           
going to pull it one more time                                                  
uh it looks like this word evil                                                 
is not just                                                                     
bad uh but it's wicked and                                                      
there are some other uses of evil in the                                        
new testament and in the old testament                                          
in the king james                                                               
that just mean bad terrible uh weighty                                          
but this appears to be the word that is                                         
wicked                                                                          
well the day of jacob's trouble is not a                                        
wicked                                                                          
day uh it um                                                                    
you know perhaps you could uh put the                                           
activity of satan there                                                         
so i i'm i'm gonna say here                                                     
in a pinch that the preponderance of                                            
evidence since they were 2 000 years ago                                        
supposed to put on the full armor of god                                        
then                                                                            



and presumably we today are to put on                                           
the full armor of god                                                           
and especially maybe even you could say                                         
we collectively are supposed to put on                                          
the full armor of god                                                           
uh then that would be                                                           
a more general statement uh in that                                             
i think you could probably find in the                                          
evil day                                                                        
uh in in uh the day in fact uh one of                                           
the things we could do                                                          
is let's just take that greek word uh                                           
the day and let's                                                               
look up that greek phrase                                                       
uh see okay we've got too many to uh                                            
look at                                                                         
uh 38 of them here but                                                          
let's                                                                           
let's just go to                                                                
some of paul's writings                                                         
when he shall become and glorified in                                           
the saints to be admired of them that                                           
believe                                                                         
because of the testimony in the day                                             
now that appears more to be the second                                          
coming                                                                          
the lord grant that he may find mercy of                                        
the lord                                                                        
in the day and                                                                  
how many things he ministered uh uh to                                          
you there again i think                                                         
those probably lean towards the day of                                          
judgment second corinthians                                                     
as you have acknowledged us in part that                                        
we are rejoicing even                                                           
at even also our hours                                                          
in the day of the lord jesus christ we                                          
need to look into a little context there                                        
deliver one such a one to satan for the                                         
spirit may be saved in                                                          
the day of the lord jesus uh                                                    
the day of the lord jesus it brings up                                          
again confirm you to the end                                                    
on the day the sabbath is what that                                             
one's going to say in                                                           
greek the sabbath day uh you know                                               
we we have a few times in which paul                                            
talks about                                                                     
the day of the lord jesus christ which i                                        
think is                                                                        
his second coming                                                               
you know maybe uh maybe you can                                                 
you can probably make a good argument                                           
there too i this might be one of those                                          
that                                                                            
uh we can't solve uh                                                            
and that there is a future reference to                                         
it                                                                              
uh but with this instruction to                                                 
put it on right now that leans towards a                                        
general statement maybe he allows it to                                         
fit for both how's that                                                         



um not uh                                                                       
i wish i had a a uh                                                             
more clear example uh excuse me a more                                          
a more clear answer to give than that                                           
answer that i have given uh                                                     
unfortunately i don't have that for you                                         
uh                                                                              
let's see here uh                                                               
okay checking to make sure i got all                                            
your questions                                                                  
uh there and uh ah there's our friend                                           
boaz online uh thank you for the                                                
compliment on the haircut boaz                                                  
uh he's been trying to to uh compete                                            
with me uh in the in the hair                                                   
uh did you all see listen to his uh                                             
teaching yesterday it's very good boaz                                          
thank you god bless you glad you're here                                        
uh with us uh okay let's go                                                     
to yet another uh this is                                                       
stump the theologian day uh i want to                                           
look at a question that came in from                                            
edith uh                                                                        
and she has a question about first                                              
thessalonians                                                                   
chapter one let's start out in verse                                            
four                                                                            
and uh she says i'm let's see uh                                                
not able to watch live this week sorry                                          
about that edith we miss you                                                    
uh i am sending this question by email                                          
if first thessalonians                                                          
is written to jewish believers as                                               
first uh thessalonians chapter 1 verse                                          
4 indicates i want to back up to chapter                                        
1 verse one                                                                     
paul silvanus timotheus unto the church                                         
of the thessalonians                                                            
which is in god the father and in the                                           
lord jesus christ grace peace                                                   
be unto you we give thanks to god always                                        
for all making mention of you in our                                            
prayers remembering without seizing your                                        
work your labor                                                                 
your patience and our patience of hope                                          
in our lord jesus christ in the sight of                                        
god the father                                                                  
knowing brethren beloved your                                                   
election of god now                                                             
that uh would appear to be                                                      
something that's uh to the jews because                                         
it is the jews who                                                              
are the elect of god obviously the                                              
reformed would disagree with this the                                           
calvinist would disagree with this but                                          
that appears again to be uh                                                     
of the jews knowing beloved your                                                
election of god                                                                 
our gospel came not to you in word only                                         
but also in power                                                               
and in the holy ghost and in much                                               
assurance as you know what manner of men                                        



we were among you for our sakes                                                 
now let me also say that again                                                  
first thessalonians is boiling to the                                           
top of places i've got to go                                                    
and do some study because i simply have                                         
not done a verse by verse study of this                                         
book                                                                            
since i've rightly divided the word of                                          
truth at least                                                                  
and it's been years and years and years                                         
since i've done one at all                                                      
so our gospel came to you not only in uh                                        
power and in the holy ghost that                                                
seems to say our gospel in power and in                                         
the holy ghost                                                                  
is the kingdom gospel i think we could                                          
build a decent case to say he's talking                                         
about the kingdom gospel here i think                                           
he's on the first uh second missionary                                          
journey here                                                                    
and it's not until midway through the                                           
second missionary journey that he                                               
comes to acts chapter 13 and uh                                                 
expresses                                                                       
the gospel of grace as we know it so at                                         
least a decent argument that right here                                         
we've got the uh the kingdom gospel                                             
that's been given                                                               
uh you know what manner of men we were                                          
among you now the question is if it's uh                                        
two uh jewish believers then first john                                         
first thessalonians 1 9 also refers to                                          
them                                                                            
and how then would they be formerly idol                                        
worshipers                                                                      
so he goes on to say you became                                                 
followers of                                                                    
us as of the lord having received the                                           
word with much affliction with the joy                                          
of the holy ghost                                                               
so that you were in samples that is                                             
examples of                                                                     
all that believe in macedonia and achaea                                        
for from you                                                                    
sounded forth sounded out the word of                                           
the lord not only in macedonia                                                  
the region where thessalon thessalonica                                         
was and achaea                                                                  
the neighboring region but also in every                                        
place your faith to god word is spread                                          
abroad                                                                          
so that we need not to speak anything                                           
for they themselves                                                             
show us what manner of entering                                                 
in we had to you and                                                            
how ye turn to god from                                                         
idols to serve the living and true                                              
god now here we have a little bit of a                                          
conflict                                                                        
pagan seems to be gentile                                                       
and after all they're living in                                                 
thessalonica we expect it to be                                                 



gentile now last fall boaz and i had the                                        
opportunity to go to thessaloniki                                               
and we saw the old synagogue in                                                 
thessalonica                                                                    
and very clearly the                                                            
jewish roots in thessalonica you                                                
remember                                                                        
that the jews in thessalonica                                                   
did not really receive him kindly he was                                        
preaching jesus as messiah they didn't                                          
like that                                                                       
he didn't stay in thessalonica very long                                        
he moved on                                                                     
uh but he did manage to build a little                                          
uh group of people they moved                                                   
from there to berea you may remember                                            
which is a lovely little grease town if                                         
you ever want to go to a nice little                                            
place i would recommend berea                                                   
things are more noble in berea uh and uh                                        
thessalonica just a busy bustling city                                          
but he moved on to berea where they                                             
listened to him and investigated uh uh                                          
the things that uh really were uh                                               
did could you build a case to say hey                                           
is he saying that jewish people turn to                                         
god                                                                             
from idols to serve the living and true                                         
god                                                                             
well i don't think you can just                                                 
categorically say                                                               
if they were serving idols they weren't                                         
jewish                                                                          
do you remember the hebrew scriptures                                           
they're                                                                         
full of jews who had                                                            
wandered away from god and were                                                 
worshiping idols                                                                
remember aaron and the golden calf                                              
remember                                                                        
the whole thing with the northern                                               
kingdom and dan and all that kind of                                            
stuff that                                                                      
took place there's so much of that                                              
really that                                                                     
i would have to say i don't think here                                          
we could                                                                        
determine so you very well could have                                           
here                                                                            
a case and again i think we would want                                          
to verify this but you you could have a                                         
case where                                                                      
paul goes to thessalonica those jews who                                        
had been                                                                        
faithful to god and were in the                                                 
synagogue they rejected jesus as messiah                                        
when he came                                                                    
there are other jews uh hellenistic jews                                        
who had wandered away paul was a                                                
hellenistic jew who had not wandered                                            
away                                                                            
and paul was able to connect with him                                           



paul was able to build a                                                        
a rapport with him and they turned to                                           
god from idols to serve the living and                                          
true god                                                                        
so i think it is possible now i want to                                         
i i think there's a lot of jewish stuff                                         
in first thessalonians but                                                      
you remember also of course that first                                          
thessalonians is the one that gives us                                          
the rapture passage                                                             
and the rapture is not kingdom-related                                          
it's individual related it's                                                    
church-related or                                                               
uh pauline related so we've got to put                                          
all that together which                                                         
edith requires uh further study uh                                              
and uh so thank you for uh pointing                                             
out that that further study is needed                                           
uh and i appreciate that so let me say a                                        
few uh things here before we go on                                              
one is that a dispensational publishing                                         
we have this book right here the harmony                                        
of the prophetic word                                                           
just got a new cover on it by the way uh                                        
so it looks a little different got that                                         
hebrew scroll behind it                                                         
and uh uh this is arno gabaline he uh                                           
wrote a hundred years ago this                                                  
particular book                                                                 
and in it he goes through the hebrew                                            
scriptures                                                                      
and he uh see if i can find the table of                                        
contents here um he goes through the                                            
hebrew scriptures                                                               
and he shows how                                                                
they harmonize in terms of                                                      
prophecy uh on the day of jehovah on the                                        
great tribulation preceding the day of                                          
jehovah on the nations                                                          
the enemies of israel on the wicked                                             
leaders and the apostate forces at the                                          
end of the age the antichrist                                                   
the visible and glorious manifestation                                          
of jehovah over the earth no the                                                
conversion the restoration of israel                                            
the theocratic kingdom the blessings of                                         
the coming age                                                                  
really what he does is take the old                                             
testament scriptures                                                            
and bring them together to say hey look                                         
they are all teaching pre-tribulational                                         
pre-millennial dispensationalism                                                
and they're all doing it in a perfect                                           
way and                                                                         
this book is on sale for a ridiculous 40                                        
off the cover price of 14.95 so i think                                         
that brings it down to                                                          
i don't know 8.97 or something like that                                        
the harmony of the prophetic word                                               
uh you can get that a key to the old                                            
testament uh                                                                    
to old testament prophecy concerning                                            



things to come                                                                  
a little forward by randy white and                                             
another foreword by c                                                           
i scofield the original forward uh but                                          
anyway you can pick up that book                                                
not a nice nice book for eight dollars                                          
and ninety seven                                                                
cents and uh your uh                                                            
your pastor would like a copy too and um                                        
your sunday school class you could use                                          
it for a bible study                                                            
guide uh so many things that you could                                          
do with that                                                                    
and would be valuable                                                           
let's go to michael i think this was a                                          
follow-up from yesterday as a matter of                                         
fact i think that                                                               
um it probably came in yesterday as we                                          
were                                                                            
talking about it and i missed it is it                                          
possible that the mansions mentioned in                                         
john                                                                            
john 14 are for the gentiles                                                    
and the place that jesus went to prepare                                        
is the new jerusalem for                                                        
the jews matthew                                                                
excuse me john of course again chapter                                          
14 and                                                                          
uh so the proposal                                                              
is that the mansions are for the                                                
gentiles                                                                        
and the place that jesus went to prepare                                        
is for the jews                                                                 
you you believe in god believe also in                                          
me                                                                              
in my father's house are many mansions                                          
if it were not so                                                               
i would have told you i go to prepare a                                         
place for you                                                                   
now i would say grammatically                                                   
he is not necessarily                                                           
saying that the mansions                                                        
are the place he is preparing you                                               
could take it as hey i want you to                                              
believe in god                                                                  
uh or you believe in god i also want you                                        
to believe in me                                                                
let me tell you there's a lot of                                                
mansions in my father's house                                                   
but i don't want to talk about that                                             
right now i want to talk about this                                             
i am going to prepare a place for you                                           
jews this place that i am preparing                                             
is the new jerusalem and if i go and                                            
prepare                                                                         
a place for you i will come again and                                           
receive you                                                                     
unto myself that you might live in the                                          
new jerusalem with me                                                           
i think that uh michael grammatically it                                        
is possible                                                                     
i think that that uh what you propose                                           



cannot be from the text itself here you                                         
could not deny that uh                                                          
that uh issue now the only thing                                                
that you could perhaps                                                          
debate here is                                                                  
what would that audience have understood                                        
that what that audience hears i think is                                        
primary                                                                         
to what we're hearing and because                                               
the the church let's call it the                                                
gentiles coming in                                                              
and receiving salvation by grace through                                        
faith not of works because                                                      
none of that had been revealed yet all                                          
of that was hidden in god here                                                  
i don't know that you'd have a very                                             
strong argument                                                                 
at least to say that's the way they                                             
would have understood it                                                        
i think probably they would have                                                
understood it                                                                   
in my father's house that is in the                                             
temple                                                                          
there are dwelling places we've talked                                          
about that before the mance the mansions                                        
uh and i would have told you                                                    
and i'm going to prepare a                                                      
a place for you which you could argue as                                        
the new jerusalem a place for you                                               
as uh the millennial jerusalem if you                                           
will                                                                            
uh followed by the new jerusalem i'm                                            
going to prepare a place for you maybe                                          
even a dwelling place                                                           
in millennial jerusalem and i'll go and                                         
i'll i'll                                                                       
gather you to myself that where i am                                            
there you may be also                                                           
but i i think in the end you've got uh                                          
decent ability to make the argument                                             
you've got a hundred percent ability to                                         
make the argument grammatically                                                 
can you make the argument theologically                                         
i think that's the harder                                                       
the harder one to sell there but uh                                             
probably again i think you've got some                                          
possibility that uh is there                                                    
uh okay i believe we have a question                                            
from ginty our friend across the pond                                           
what do you think of the free grace                                             
movement are they                                                               
biblical uh the free grace movement                                             
is first of all let me give a little bit                                        
of a definition                                                                 
so that people know what frame what what                                        
question i'm answering                                                          
just in case uh because with titles                                             
there's always the                                                              
the possibility that you're talking                                             
about something a little different                                              
there is the free grace movement and the                                        
grace movement                                                                  



really not the same thing the grace                                             
movement or the american grace movement                                         
sometimes it's called                                                           
is uh uh midax dispensationalism                                                
right dividing jc o'hare uh we've got a                                         
book by brian ross                                                              
and dale dewitt on jc o'hare and the                                            
origins of the american grace movement                                          
that is not what we're talking about the                                        
free grace movement                                                             
um let's see who's the zane zane hodges                                         
uh the professor from dallas seminary                                           
is uh kind of the the namesake that is                                          
given to the free grace movement                                                
it is a movement uh really that                                                 
is uh uh in opposition                                                          
to the lordship salvation movement                                              
the free grace movement is for the most                                         
part                                                                            
only soteriological that is it only                                             
deals with                                                                      
how a person is saved whereas the grace                                         
movement or the american grace movement                                         
would be about more about general                                               
biblical interpretation                                                         
uh the free grace movement it has a                                             
couple of societies out there                                                   
that are um competing for the same                                              
audience or uh working together                                                 
sometimes fighting each other other                                             
times i had a split at one point                                                
uh another i don't know all the politics                                        
or the even                                                                     
the who's who and all of that uh i                                              
follow a few of the free grace movement                                         
uh online discussions and some of those                                         
free grace movement guys are my friends                                         
uh i think that as a movement it has                                            
some problems                                                                   
uh i think that uh                                                              
if you're if you're generally talking                                           
about what they teach                                                           
about salvation generally you're correct                                        
normally they are teaching that                                                 
there are no works involved in salvation                                        
and lordship salvation therefore                                                
uh is a false argument now                                                      
the problem in the in the movement as a                                         
whole                                                                           
is that it does not have a consistent                                           
hermeneutic                                                                     
uh and this is not individuals within                                           
the movement individuals within the                                             
movement may                                                                    
very much have a consistent hermeneutic                                         
but the movement as a whole                                                     
i they don't and so what you                                                    
end up getting is uh                                                            
a lot of uh kind of weird and random                                            
stuff                                                                           
that comes out of uh this for example                                           
uh let's                                                                        



just i i noticed one the other day                                              
in a uh free grace um                                                           
group that said what does this group                                            
believe                                                                         
about the rapture of the church uh                                              
70 comments here but there's a random                                           
one i don't know the guy i don't know                                           
bobby i don't know anthony but                                                  
varied personally i hold the pre-trib                                           
view of the rapture i would say that                                            
most people in this page do as well                                             
he's probably right there that uh varied                                        
is uh true david james uh                                                       
you know tends towards pre-trib overall                                         
as a majority view                                                              
um uh here's a guy i hold to no one                                             
knows for certain                                                               
uh view i lean towards pre-wrath and                                            
quite a bit of discussion going on there                                        
uh and um                                                                       
let's see uh um                                                                 
here's a guy who says i hold the 70 of                                          
the week of daniel to have already                                              
occurred                                                                        
with the future judgment uh to come                                             
uh here's uh pre-trib pre-trib                                                  
uh i'm still arguing the issue uh                                               
now you that it's just a sample to say                                          
that when you get into the free grace                                           
movement                                                                        
they do not have uh                                                             
they're not consistent enough so in that                                        
same                                                                            
movement you get uh sometimes                                                   
some who uh even lean towards uh                                                
universalism                                                                    
i think i uh saw an are an argument                                             
about that um                                                                   
uh here uh recently on there i'm not                                            
seeing it                                                                       
just immediately um                                                             
there's they tend to be i would say                                             
not calvinist in in general the free                                            
grace movement                                                                  
uh is tied to dispensationalism                                                 
and holds to uh a free grace                                                    
but within the movement and especially                                          
probably the farther you go from the                                            
leaders of the movement                                                         
it does become somewhat varied on all                                           
sorts of different topics i                                                     
i think that uh probably let's see bob                                          
uh who's bob uh                                                                 
bob uh i get uh his emails along with                                           
sean                                                                            
uh uh every now and then i get an email                                         
newsletter maybe it's every day i don't                                         
know i don't uh                                                                 
i can't keep up with my emails anymore                                          
uh                                                                              
and and some of those i agree with and                                          
others i say no you just missed it                                              



because you're not                                                              
really rightly dividing the word of                                             
truth so                                                                        
i would say that i would rather be free                                         
grace                                                                           
than i would be lordship salvation i am                                         
not really one to take up and be a part                                         
of a movement i                                                                 
think i just have too much of a stubborn                                        
streak for this i get kicked out of                                             
every group i ever joined                                                       
nobody likes me i can't have a group uh                                         
but there's i need that sarcasm button                                          
there uh                                                                        
i i i always end up                                                             
holding a little variant theology                                               
from the group that it would be                                                 
disastrous for me                                                               
to align myself too much with a group uh                                        
because i would end up                                                          
disagreeing with the free grace people                                          
over here or disagreeing with the                                               
mid-axe people here or the acts 28                                              
people here or the acts two people there                                        
the southern baptist here or the uh you                                         
know evangelicals free there wherever                                           
wherever it is you i just i i don't go                                          
in groups very well                                                             
uh and i think the danger in a group                                            
or a movement might we say is that                                              
you have to believe it this way uh                                              
and if i'd you know take baptism or                                             
something like that and i don't                                                 
agree with free grace movement on that                                          
or whatever it is uh                                                            
then all of a sudden you're sort of left                                        
out in the goal so i would                                                      
as the as a free grace movement i would                                         
say there's some good stuff in there                                            
pick and choose the good stuff                                                  
uh there's some good stuff with randy                                           
white ministries pick and choose the                                            
good stuff there's some good stuff in                                           
the                                                                             
american grace movement pick and choose                                         
the good stuff                                                                  
and yet have an independence all along                                          
the way i think is a good approach to                                           
take to always as they say you know uh                                          
uh chew the meat and spit out the bones                                         
uh there's some bones in the free grace                                         
movement                                                                        
i think they could strengthen uh some if                                        
they had a more consistent hermeneutic                                          
i think the problem with the free grace                                         
movement uh is                                                                  
that it started as a soteriological                                             
issue alone where they for the most part                                        
got it right again                                                              
sometimes uh you get a crossless gospel                                         
is the accusation anyway sometimes you                                          
get universalism                                                                



that sneaks in there uh but that's not                                          
the whole of who they are                                                       
but it started out as a good thing then                                         
it grew it became this movement                                                 
and uh you you can't just talk about                                            
soteriology all day sometimes you got to                                        
talk about ecclesiology sometimes you                                           
got to talk about eschatology sometimes                                         
you got to talk about                                                           
creationism all these kind of things and                                        
so then because they don't                                                      
have this this uh clear hermeneutic                                             
then they end up all over the place on                                          
that and then it's those peripheral                                             
issues that people                                                              
say you know they hold this and this                                            
and and uh uh it's probably not even                                            
fair to the movement as a whole                                                 
um so that uh that would be my                                                  
my take on the free grace uh movement                                           
and uh appreciate uh that oh thanks jim                                         
i like you don't cry i appreciate that                                          
we'll                                                                           
we'll be groupies together jim how's                                            
that sound uh i                                                                 
appreciate uh all of uh that                                                    
and uh blessing to have each one of you                                         
here with us today this is thursday                                             
again so tonight at 7 pm                                                        
mountain time we'll be studying the book                                        
of ezekiel i look forward to that hope                                          
it's a beautiful day where you are as it                                        
is                                                                              
uh in uh this place where i am                                                  
uh and uh we got nice little african                                            
violet doesn't that look nice so yeah                                           
looking real good isn't it uh and uh                                            
again harmony of the prophetic word is                                          
uh the book on sale this week at                                                
dispensationalpublishing.com                                                    
we have about um                                                                
uh i think actually i um was uh                                                 
guessing a little bit yesterday so i was                                        
a little off uh i think we're about                                             
three thousand dollars short                                                    
on our uh goal for                                                              
publishing our new publishing ministry                                          
and                                                                             
uh you can have those gifts matched by                                          
the way                                                                         
uh if you give your gift here in the                                            
next few days and                                                               
you can just do that at                                                         
randywhiteministries.org click the                                              
donate button find in there where it                                            
says for publishing click that                                                  
and that will be matched we always                                              
appreciate                                                                      
that and uh god bless each one of you                                           
for your prayers                                                                
and your encouragement and you go and                                           
have yourself                                                                   
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